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Abstract—Arabic dictionaries suffer from several drawbacks that
render them mostly inadequate for learners. The advent of
mobile digital devices, especially the smartphone platform, has
made it possible to significantly enhance the language learning
experience in hitherto unavailable ways. This paper describes
some of the methodology used in compiling two innovative
Arabic learner's dictionaries fine-tuned to the special needs of
learners that present abundant lexicographic information in a
user friendly manner. The first is a printed dictionary and the
second is a mobile application for the smartphone platform. Both
use a phonemic transcription system that enables learners to
pronounce Arabic accurately.
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BACKGROUND AND AIMS

The lack of effective learner’s dictionaries and other
pedagogical tools puts learners of Arabic as a second language
at a disadvantage compared with those of other major
languages.
Existing dictionaries, often rooted in Classical Arabic,
suffer from shortcomings that make them inadequate for
learners. These include, among other things, user-unfriendly
design, lack of romanization, inaccurate or out-of-date
equivalents, and ordering by roots. Another obstacle for
learners is the lack of accurate phonological information,
especially word stress. For beginners who have no knowledge
of roots and patterns, locating entries in traditional dictionaries
is time-consuming and unreliable. Equally inconvenient is the
lack of illustrative examples and the absence of part-of-speech
labels.
In light of the acute surge in Arabic language studies in
recent years, there is a growing need for a dictionary that meets
the practical needs of the learner. This paper introduces a new
Arabic learner’s dictionary, referred to as CALD below. The
primary goal of CALD is to enable learners to gain a firm
understanding of the basic meanings and grammatical features
of the core vocabulary of Modern Standard Arabic. From the
outset, CALD was designed to meet the specific needs of
beginners and intermediate learners by addressing the
shortcomings of existing dictionaries. CALD is also being
made available as an electronic dictionary application for the
smartphone platform (iCALD).
A number of features distinguish CALD as a new type of
pedagogical tool, including a learner-oriented romanization
system that indicates word stress, a user-friendly design,

accurate up-to-date equivalents, abundant illustrative examples,
detailed grammatical information such as part of speech codes,
alphabetical ordering, and full form search in the smartphone
application. Everything from the selection and presentation of
headwords and their meanings to the writing of examples and
the entry layout was fine-tuned to create an effective learning
aid that stimulates a desire to learn.
II.

COMPILATION TECHNIQUES

A. Methodology
Briefly, CALD was compiled with the help of
computational lexicography techniques combined with the
latest advances in digital publishing technology. Various tools
were used to perform extensive sanity checks to ensure data
integrity, accuracy and consistency, and the work was
independently reviewed by a team native speaker editors and
lexicographers.
CALD is firmly committed to the descriptive approach.
Whereas existing dictionaries often include obscure or archaic
meanings occurring only in Classical Arabic, the word senses
in CALD were newly created on the basis of actual occurrences,
not merely on the authority of other dictionaries.
B. Selection Criteria
The lemmata have been selected on the basis of existing
dictionaries and corpora-based frequency statistics. These
include A Frequency Dictionary of Arabic [1], based on a 30million-word corpus, the lexical database used for the ElixirFM
project [2], K. Honda's excellent Arabic-Japanese learner's
dictionary [3] and the Arabic Treebank [4]. The single senses
were selected on the basis of occurrences in various sources
supplemented by the subjective judgment of the editors.
The selection of entries and word senses for learner's
dictionaries is not a mechanical process that can be based on
raw frequency alone. The final decision was based on
“usefulness to the learner,” as judged by the editors. As a result,
CALD includes up-to-date lemmata and senses ignored by
many dictionaries, such as  ُﻣ َﺪ ﱠوﻧ َ ٌﺔmudawwánatun, 'blog' and
ـﻲ
 ا ﱠʾaṣṣarrā́f‐u‿lʾa̱líyy‐u 'ATM'.
ّ َِﻟﺼ ﱠﺮ ُاف ْٱﻵﻟ
C. Alphabetical Ordering
A serious obstacle to learners is that locating entries in
traditional dictionaries requires knowledge of roots, making the
lookup process time-consuming and unreliable. Though a

Figure 1. Page sample of CALD.

knowledge of roots is valuable, looking up by roots is
inconvenient for beginners since they are unable to identify the
root of a verb or to determine the basic form (Form I) from a
derived form.
For example, to look up the verb  اِﻧْﺘَﻈَ َﺮʾintáẓara ‘wait for’
the user needs to know that it is Form VIII, derived from the
basic form  ﻧَﻈَ َﺮnáẓara ’look at’, and be able to identify the root
as  ﻧﻈــﺮn-ẓ-r. Under that root,  اِﻧْﺘَﻈَ َﺮis listed along with other
verbs like  أَﻧْﻈَ َﺮʾánẓara ‘grant’ (Form IV) and  ﺗَﻨَﺎﻇَ َﺮtanā́ẓara ‘face
each other’ (Form VI). Looking for  اِﻧْﺘَﻈَ َﺮunder  ﻧﻈﺮis not
intuitive and means that beginners, even after repeated timeconsuming searches, may fail to find the desired entry.
An important feature of CALD is the ordering of entries in
alphabetical order, so that  اِﻧْﺘَﻈَ َﺮis found under its canonical
form  اِﻧْﺘَﻈَ َﺮrather than under its root ﻧﻈــﺮ. Many leading Arabists,
such as the team of experts that set the editorial policy for
Sharoni’s comprehensive Arabic-Hebrew dictionary [5], are in
favor of ordering alphabetically because it enables the general
user (not just the learner) to locate entries quickly and easily. In
CALD, as in Sharoni’s dictionary, it is also possible to search
by roots since cross-references point from all verb roots to the
verbs derived from that root.

like newspapers can be counterproductive since such sentences
can be long, complicated, or difficult to understand.
In CALD, each sense is illustrated by easy example
sentences written specifically for this dictionary, from a
pedagogical point of view. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
examples enable the learner to gain a good understanding of
how the headword is used in context.
IV.

GRAMMAR AND MORPHOLOGY

A. Grammatical Information
CALD provides detailed grammatical information such as
the regular and irregular inflected forms for the imperfect,
active and passive participles, verbal noun(s), feminine form,
sound and broken plurals, the root, and the like.

Figure 2. Grammar Box for J
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III.

WORD SENSES

A. Up-to-date Meanings
Existing dictionaries often list meanings that are out-of-date,
mixing historical meanings with modern ones with no
indication of their temporal status. On the other hand, recent
words and word senses, especially those related to information
technology, are often omitted. Another issue is that in some
dictionaries historical or arbitrary sense ordering makes it
difficult to know which senses are important or current.
In CALD, the senses are listed in order of importance in
contemporary Arabic, and the English equivalents are up-todate, accurate and concise. When a new concept first enters a
language, the meaning of an existing word is often extended to
cover that of the new concept, as in  َﺳﺎ َﺣﺔsā́ḥa, 'courtyard, field',
extended to mean 'forum', while in other cases loanwords like
 ﺗِﻠِﻔُﻮنtilifū́n ‘telephone’ are adopted. The editors of CALD have
made an effort to include such recent senses, which are often
not listed in other dictionaries.
For the convenience of the learner, the equivalent indicates
the particles that collocate with intransative verbs, such as َﺳﻠﱠ َﻢ
 َﻋﻠَﻰsállama ɛala̱ 'greet (someone)' and  َﺳﺎﻓَ َﺮ إِﻟَﻰsā́fara ʾíla̱ 'travel to',
while subentries list useful word combinations such as phrasal
verbs like  ﻗَﺎ َم ِبqā́ma bi, ‘take upon’ and  َوﻗَ َﻊ َﻋﻠَﻰwáqaɛa ɛála̱
'come across' and prepositional phrases like ِﻣ َﻦ ٱﻟْ ُﻤ ْﻤ ِﻜ ِﻦ
mina‿lmúmkini 'possible'.
B. Illustrative Examples
A survey [6] showed that only three out of 30 bilingual
Arabic dictionaries give example sentences for all or almost all
entries (some of which include snippets from the media too
difficult for learners), while a couple of dictionaries give
examples only very occasionally. From a pedagogical point of
view, quoting examples from corpora or directly from sources

Multiple plurals corresponding to different word senses are
also shown, e.g., the plural of ٌ ﺑَﻴْﺖbáytun for the sense of
‘house’ is ٌ ﺑُﻴُﻮتbuyūtun but ٌ أَﺑْﻴَﺎتʾabyā́tun for the sense of ‘verse’.
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The Grammar Box thus provides the learner with detailed
information on inflected and derived forms, eliminating the
need for laboriously consulting grammar books and
conjugation tables.
B. Part of Speech Codes
The previously mentioned survey [6] showed (1) that 22
out of 30 dictionaries do not provide explicit POS codes,
including such well-known dictionaries as Hans-Wehr [7], and
(2) that not a single dictionary gives explicit verb transitivity
codes for all verb entries (although a couple provide them
implicitly). The failure of many dictionaries to provide POS
codes is linguistically untenable and inconvenient to learners.
An important feature of CALD is that explicit and accurate
part of speech codes are given for every entry. For example,
many nisba adjectives have noun counterparts, such as ﻳَﺎﺑَﺎﻧِ ﱞﻲ
ya̱ba̱nīyyun 'Japanese' meaning 'a native of Japan' as a noun and
'relating to Japan' as an adjective. These are listed separately,
with separate example sentences, to show how each is used in
context. A useful feature not found elsewhere is that CALD
indicates verb transitivity by explicit part-of-speech codes such
as VT and VI.

V.

PHONOLOGY AND ROMANIZATION

There is a misconception that vocalized Arabic is sufficient
for pronouncing Arabic correctly and therefore learners should
avoid romanization. However, Halpern [8] has shown that even
fully vocalized Arabic cannot convey pronunciation accurately,
and that a romanized transcription is highly desirable in the
critical initial stages.
CALD introduces a new phonemic transcription system,
called CARS, developed specifically to enable learners to
pronounce Arabic accurately and with ease [8]. It offers several
unique features, including a symbol set that unambiguously
represents all Arabic phonemes, and, for the first time, symbols
that explicitly indicate word stress and neutralization.
For example, in  اَﻟْ ُﺤﻜُﻮ َﻣ ُﺔ اَﻟْﻴَﺎﺑَﺎﻧِﻴﱠ ُﺔalḥukū́matu lya̱ba̱níyyatu ‘the
Japanese government’, long vowels (as in kū) are shown by a
macron, word stress by the accent mark (as in kū́), and, for the
first time, long vowels that are neutralized (shortened) in actual
pronunciation are indicated by an underline (as in a̱).
Though grammar books do give stress rules, these are
inadequate and give the erroneous impression that stress is
easily predictable [9]. To avoid these complexities, CARS
makes stress explicit by placing an acute accent over the
stressed syllable, as in  ﻳَ ْﻌ َﻤ ُﻞyáɛmalu ‘he works’.
Neutralization has been neglected by dictionaries and
learning materials. Learners are misled into believing that long
vowels, as in  أَﻧَﺎʾána̱ and  ﻛَﺘَﺒُﻮاkátabu̱, are pronounced long, and
this myth is perpetuated by misguided educators who
hypercorrect by pronouncing these vowels long in recordings.
A unique feature of CARS, which is of great utility to the
learner, is the explicit indication of both stress and
neutralization, as in  ٰﻫﺬَاhā́dha̱. Ignoring neutralization, as is the
common practice, results in “theoretically correct” but
unnatural or stilted pronunciation. CARS encourages learners
to pronounce correctly by making shortened vowels explicit.
Below is a sample of a text written in fully vocalized
Arabic followed by the CARS transcription and the English
translation.

 َوﻟَ ِﻜ ﱠﻨ ُﻪ،ْﻛَﺎ َن َﻋ َﻼ ُء ٱﻟﺪﱢﻳﻦِ ﻳَﺒْﻠُ ُﻎ ِﻣ َﻦ ٱﻟْ ُﻌ ْﻤ ِﺮ اِﺛ ْ َﻨ ْﻲ َﻋﺸَ َﺮ َﻋﺎﻣﺎ ً ﻓَ َﻘﻂ
ُ.ﻴﺶ ِﻣﻨْ ُﻪ ُﻫ َﻮ َوأُ ﱠﻣ ُﻪ
ُ ﻛَﺎ َن ﻳَ ْﻌ َﻤ ُﻞ ِﻓﻲ َﻣ َﺤ ﱢﻞ َﺧﻴﱠ ٍﺎط ﻟِﻴَ ْﻜﺘَ ِﺴ َﺐ َﻣﺎ ﻳَ ِﻌ
kā́na ɛalāʾ́u‿ddīńi yáblughu mína‿lɛúmri ʾithnáy ɛáshara
ɛā́man fáqaṭ, walakínnahu kā́na yáɛmalu fi̱ maḥálli
khayyā́ṭin liyaktásiba ma ̱yaɛīśhu mínhu húwa waʾúmmahu.
Aladdin was only twelve years old, but he worked in a
tailor's shop to support himself and his mother.

up words becomes a burdensome chore, strongly demotivating
learners. Special efforts were made to design both CALD and
iCALD for maximum user friendliness and portability.
Typographical design with the aid of state-of-the-art digital
publishing technology was used to achieve a harmonious blend
of font styles and sizes, resulting in an esthetically pleasing
design that strongly stimulates a desire to learn.
Space does not permit a description of iCALD in detail.
Briefly, it offers a user-friendly interface, full form search for
locating any inflected form, multiple search modes, audio for
all lemmas and example sentences, and immediate access to an
application that provides full conjugation paradigms.
VII. FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces Arabic learner's dictionaries that
promise to transform the traditional methods of learning Arabic
as a second language. These dictionaries satisfy the special
needs of non-native learners by addressing the major
shortcomings of previous works. Every effort has been made to
meet those needs by providing such features as a learneroriented romanization system, part of speech codes,
alphabetical ordering, user-friendly design, illustrative
examples, and a smartphone application with a user-friendly
interface and full form search for locating any inflected form.
The number of learners of Arabic worldwide is steadily
increasing, which has led to a constantly growing demand for
pedagogically effective tools. Our institute is dedicated to
continuing to meet this challenge through the ongoing
development of learner’s dictionaries and pedagogical
applications. It is hoped that lexicographers and educators
around the world will contribute to this effort through advice,
constructive criticism and, above all, direct collaboration.
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